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1. Introduction 

3D structuring of surfaces at the micro- and nanoscales enables manipulation of electromagnetic 

waves, [1–4] mimicking of wetting and self-cleaning surfaces found in nature, [5,6]tailoring of 

structural color, [7–12] and design of novel mechanical properties. [13–15] To further design and 

scale these novel properties, high-throughput fabrication methods that achieve deterministic 

structuring of surfaces are needed. Each method may be classified by its range of achievable length 

scales, material capabilities, throughput, and achievable geometries. [16] One example is the 

realization of high-throughput fabrication of microstructured surfaces with multi-directional, re-

entrant, or otherwise curved features is becoming increasingly important for applications such as 

phase change heat transfer, adhesive gripping, and control of electromagnetic waves. Toward this 

goal, curved microstructures of aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be fabricated by engineered 

variation of the CNT growth rate within each microstructure, for example by patterning of the CNT 

growth catalyst partially upon a layer which retards the CNT growth rate. This study develops a 

finite-element simulation framework for predictive synthesis of complex CNT microarchitectures by 

this strain-engineered growth process. The simulation is informed by parametric measurements of 

the CNT growth kinetics, and the anisotropic mechanical properties of the CNTs, and predicts the 

shape of CNT microstructures with impressive fidelity. Moreover, the simulation calculates the 

internal stress distribution that results from extreme deformation of the CNT structures during 

growth, and shows that delamination of the interface between the differentially growing segments 

occurs at a critical shear stress. Guided by these insights, experiments are performed to study the 

time- and geometry-depended stress development, and it is demonstrated that corrugating the 

interface between the segments of each microstructure mitigates the interface failure. This study 

presents a methodology for 3D microstructure design based on “pixels” that prescribe directionality 

to the resulting microstructure, and show that this framework enables the predictive synthesis of 

more complex architectures including twisted and truss-like forms. Carbon Nanotubes surfaces with 

inclined elements, namely micro- or nanoscale posts that are tilted or curved in a desired direction, 

which for instance can be achieved by inclined polymerization, [17]lithography, [18] or etching 

[19,20] techniques. Vertical post arrays can be bent by inducing a strain gradient by inclined electron 

beam deposition of metal films in conjunction with strain induced by elastocapillary densification, 

[21] thermal expansion mismatch, [22] or oblique electron beam irradiation. [23] While impressive, 

these techniques are typically limited to pillar arrays all bending in the same direction. On the other 

hand, direct-write methods such as focused ion beam and multi-photon lithography [24] can 

produce more complex curved, overhanging, and twisted micro- and nanostructures; [25] however, 

their throughput is inadequate for large scale production. In general, there is a trade-off between 

the complexity of structures and the throughput of the production technique. This motivates the 

need for a scalable fabrication technique where individual structures can be shaped independently, 

achieving complete heterogeneity of resulting structures by design. We have recently demonstrated 



a manufacturing technique for freeform carbon nanotube (CNT) microstructures, where planar 

catalyst patterns are designed to specify the local upward growth rate and collective curvature of 

the CNTs within each microstructure. [26] This method is attractive to the above motivation because 

the vertical growth rate of the CNTs is rapid (typically 10–100 µm min −1 or greater), and because 

CNTs can be produced by planar patterning of the catalyst in combination with atmospheric pressure 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD), on a variety of substrates. [27–29] However, to fully realize the 

potential of this method, a predictive approach is needed whereby the shape of the CNT 

microstructures can be predicted by design, rather than by iterative experimentation. In this paper, 

we enable such a predictive synthesis approach for complex CNT microstructures. We construct a 

step-wise finite element simulation of the strain-engineered CNT forming process, which is informed 

by measurements of the relative growth rates determined by substrate patterning, along with the 

anisotropic mechanical properties of the CNT forests. This framework also allows us to investigate 

the magnitude and distribution of internal stresses within the growing CNT structures, and develop 

practical design strategies to mitigate mechanical failure of the structures due to the forces involved 

in synthesis. Finally, the applicability of the model to complex surface designs is showcased by 

simulating the formation of CNT microstructures with multi-directional curved trajectories. 

2. Results and Discussion  

Spatial control of the growth rate of CNTs is achieved by selectively patterning the supported 

catalyst (Fe/Al 2O3) on a secondary TiN layer (see Experimental Section). In areas where the catalyst 

is placed on TiN, the CNT forest growth rate is reduced. Therefore, patterning of catalyst features 

that partially overlap TiN features causes formation of a curved CNT microstructure due to 

mechanical coupling between the CNTs at the interface between the differentially growing 

segments. In contrast to straight vertical CNT microstructures (Figure 1a), the curved structures 

(Figure 1b) exhibit a distinct interface along the boundary between the underlying growth pattern, 

and in some cases the structures split along the interface as growth proceeds.  To establish a 

predictive model of the CNT formation process, we treat the differentially growing CNT segments as 

having independently defined growth rates and mechanical properties. The shape evolution of the 

CNT microstructures during growth is therefore governed by the time-dependent growth rates of 

each portion of a microstructure, their mechanical properties, and the boundary conditions acting 

upon each segment.  

2.1. Growth Simulation Scheme 

The simulation scheme (Figure 2) discretizes the CNT growth into timesteps; at each step, a new 

material layer is added at the base of the microstructure, i.e., the interface between the previously 

grown CNTs and the substrate. The cross-section of exemplary rectangular structures having catalyst 

area, A, with a fraction of TiN layer overlap, O, is first designated in two adjacent segments, O × A, 

and(1 − O) × A, representing the CNT forest areas that will emerge at different upward growth rates. 

At the beginning of each growth step, a single planar layer of finite elements is inserted at the 

interface between the base of the CNT structure and the rigid substrate; the element heights are 

proportional to the growth rate of the segment. The nodes on the bottom surface are then relieved 

of all constrained degrees of freedom and those at the new base are fixed. For each new layer, an 

initial compressive stress state is assigned to the faster-growing portion (catalyst on SiO 2) such that, 

if unconstrained, it would expand by an amount proportional to the measured relative growth rate, 

RRel = RTiN/RSiO2.Here, RTiN and RSiO2 are the instantaneous vertical growth rates of CNTs from 

catalyst placed on TiN/SiO 2 and SiO 2respectively. The structure deforms incrementally after each 

growth-relaxation step, and iteration through a series of steps simulates the coupled growth-

deformation pro-cess. While this approach abstracts the complex dynamics of CNT self-organization 



and morphology evolution, we show later that it provides a highly accurate prediction of the final 

form of CNT microstructures. The stress states and elemental orientations are conserved between 

steps, and in the nominal simulations the vertical step size is 1 µm, corresponding to ≈1 s of CNT 

growth in the experimental process. The stiffness matrix for the finite elements is constructed using 

measured property data, and the material properties were assumed to be linear as discussed later. 

This scheme was implemented using a commercial finite element method (FEM) software package 

(Ansys Mechanical APDL 14.5). A similar modelling scheme has been applied to explore tip growth of 

plant cells [30] where a turgor presure was applied to the tubular cell tip, and the model was solved 

for displacements then re-meshed to accommodate addition of cellular matter.  

2.2. CNT Growth Kinetics and Mechanical Properties 

To accurately inform the strain-engineered CNT growth model, we fi rst studied the growth kinetics 

and the mechanical properties of CNTs grown from the Fe/Al 2O3/SiO2 andFe/Al 2O3/TiN/SiO2 

substrates. Figure 3 shows the measured relationships among CNT forest height and the most critical 

process parameters: CNT growth time (up to 5 min), growth temperature (755, 770, 785, 800 °C), 

duration of annealing prior to CNT growth (10, 30 min), and TiN underlayer thick-ness (none, 50, 100 

nm). The presence of the TiN underlayer influences the morphology and activity of the catalyst, and 

is found to result in slightly smaller diameter CNTs having a lower collective growth rate, [26,31] 

without a discernible difference in CNT density. Therefore, the annealing duration and underlayer 

thickness were expected to also have an important influence on the CNT growth kinetics.  As shown 

in Figure 3, the effective CNT growth rate (quantified based on the CNT forest height after 5 min of 

growth) is higher on SiO 2 than on TiN underlayers of 50 and 100 nm. The growth rate also increases 

with temperature for CNTs on SiO 2, but for CNTs grown on TiN, the growth rate reaches a maximum 

at 785 °C and then decreases at higher temperatures. The relative CNT growth rates (Rrel .)after 10 

and 30 min of catalyst annealing times are shown in Figure 3b,c respectively. For both recipes, the 

relative growth rate is inversely related to the TiN underlayer thickness (up to the 100 nm maximum 

thickness tested). Moreover, the growth rate of CNTs changes with time (Figure S2, Supporting 

Information); the CNT height increases almost linearly up to 10 min of growth time, and afterward, 

the CNT height does not increase indicating that the growth has terminated. This limits the height of 

the CNT structures that can be grown using this technique to ≈1300 µm. small 2016, 12, No. 32, 

4393–4403Figure 1. Catalyst pattern design and exemplary results for vertical and curved (strain-

engineered) CNT microstructure growth. a) From left to right: standard catalyst microfeature design, 

optical microscope image of catalyst (Fe/Al 2O3) on SiO2/Si substrate, SEM image of resulting carbon 

nanotube microstructures vertically grown from the substrate by chemical vapor deposition, and 

high magnification SEM image of CNTs within the microstructure. b) From left to right: multi-layer 

offset pattern of catalyst and TiN underlayer, optical microscope image of offset pattern, SEM image 

of curved CNT micropillar grown from this pattern, and high magnification SEM image of CNTs near 

the SiO 2/TiN interface. SEM images of large arrays of structures in (c) and (d) are shown to highlight 

their uniformity. 

To complete the inputs to the model, we next quantified the mechanical properties of the CNT 

forests grown from catalyst on SiO 2, TiN (50 nm) and TiN (100 nm) layers. A CNT forest can be 

idealized as a transversely isotropic material where the CNTs are parallel to the y-axis, perpendicular 

to the substrate, and the plane of isotropy (xz) is parallel to the substrate. Therefore, for each 

portion of the microstructure, the fi ve independent material properties of interest are the elastic 

moduli (E x, E y), shear modulus (G zx)and Poisson’s ratios ( ν xy, ν zx). Uniaxial compression tests 

were performed on CNT microstructures grown on Fe/Al 2O3/SiO2 and Fe/Al 2O3/SiO2/TiN (100 

nm). Knowing that the compression behavior of CNT forests under small strains allows 



approximation as an open cell foam, [32] the unloading slope of the stress–strain curve was used to 

calculate the modulus in the normal direction (E y). We chose to characterize CNT microstructures 

grown at 800 °C because this growth temperature showed the greatest difference in growth rates 

between the two cases, and therefore enabled the most extreme deformations when the 

differentially growing segments were coupled. In this case, the CNTs on Fe/Al 2O3/SiO2 had E y = 

297 ± 101 MPa, and the CNT forest on Fe/Al 2O3/SiO2/TiN had E y = 496 ± 49 MPa. Here, the 

variation represents one standard deviation of a population of measurements, and arises due to 

spatial and run-to-run CNT density variations. This measured elastic modulus and a linear elastic 

relationship are valid within approximately 5% global compressive strain of the CNT forest, beyond 

which local buckling of the CNTs occurs. [33] From this point, understanding from previous work was 

applied to estimate the additional elastic constants of interest, giving the full set of values listed in 

Table S1 in the Supporting Information. The anisotropy ratio of 10 was assumed (E x = E y/10) for the 

CNT forest; [34,35] this assumption was not verified by direct measurement, but the modulus 

anisotropy was not found to significantly affect the simulation results as shown in Figure S3 in the 

Supporting Information. In previous work, the shear modulus, G xy ( = G yz), of the CNT forests 

grown on Fe/Al 2O3/SiO2 has been measured to be 1.0–13.3 MPa; [35–37] therefore, we also 

specified G xy = E y/10.The Poisson’s ratio of CNT microstructures is assumed to be zero in all 

directions. [38] G zx was calculated from transverse isotropy relation, G zx = E z/2(1+ ν zx). 

2.3. Geometric Comparison of Experiments and Simulations 

The simulation allows us to visualize the shape evolution of CNT microstructures during growth 

(Video S1, Supporting Information), and explore the distribution of stress and strain arising due to 

the differential growth. First, within each microstructure, we find the CNTs that nominally grow at a 

slower rate (i.e., Fe/Al 2O3/TiN/SiO2) are in tension near the interface, and the CNTs that nominally 

grow faster (i.e., Fe/Al 2O3/SiO2) are in compression. This results in a large stress gradient spanning 

the interface, and a maximum shear stress at the interface. Therefore, the interface would be the 

most likely location of shear failure of the micro-structure, either as the microstructure grows, or 

when the structure is loaded. [26] By examining the SEM image of a curved CNT microstructure 

(Figure 4a) we see that the axial compressive stresses cause local buckling of CNTs near the interface 

toward the bottom of the microstructure (Figure 4b), and the shear stress causes separation near 

the tip of the microstructure (Figure 4c, Figure S4, Supporting Information).  Next, we simulated 

growth of curved CNT micropillars from square catalyst patterns with varying overlap with the TiN 

underlayer (Figure 5). First, we note that the location of maximum shear stress in the final simulation 

step coincides with the location of interface failure in the fabricated CNT structures. As a measure of 

the accuracy of the simulation, the normalized position of the far corner (“tip”) that bends away 

from the base of the microstructure was calculated. By this metric (Figure 6a), compared for square 

CNT micropillars with 40 × 40 µm 2 square cross-sections, we fi nd that maximum tip position in the 

x-axis is achieved when the differentially growing regions are equal in size. The stepwise growth 

model achieves excellent agreement with measurements of the series of structures imaged by SEM, 

whereas a simple bimetallic strip model [26] significantly underestimates the magnitude of 

displacement. Also, as the amount of catalyst pattern overlap on TiN increases, the fi nal height of 

the structures decreases, because a greater portion of the CNTs is growing at a slower average rate. 

A further series of simulations and experiments was performed to assess the influence of growth 

temperature on tip position (Figure S5, Supporting Information), and in all cases the final values 

matched within 16%. Yet a more accurate validation of the model is made by comparing the edge 

profile of individual CNT micropillars measured by edge detection (ImageJ, NIH), to the positions of 

the nodes from the simulation. Here, simulations were performed at a series of constant relative 

growth rates (Figure 6b); in all cases, the local radius of curvature increases from the tip to the base, 



and the overall radius of curvature is inversely related to the relative growth rate. The closest 

agreement occurs at a relative growth rate of 0.50, as expected from the direct growth rate 

measurements at this condition (Figure 2c, 100 nm TiN, 800 °C). The deviation between the 

predicted and measured profiles is also primarily influenced by the time variation of CNT growth rate 

(Figure S2b, Sup-porting Information); therefore, improved prediction of the edge profile is achieved 

with simulations where the growth rate decreases linearly with time (from 0.53 to 0.50, Figure 6c).  

2.4. Mitigating Interface Failure 

The high shear stresses at the internal interface can cause splitting of the compound microstructure, 

which in turn influences the fidelity of the formed shape. The sustenance of a large stress gradient at 

the interface between the differentially growing portions suggests there is a continuous CNT 

network at the interface, whose integrity is governed by the entanglement and adhesive forces 

among CNTs. We observed above that interface failure in the simple bending structures occurs at 

the predicted location of maximum shear stress; however, the coupling between growth, stress, and 

deformation prevents us from using these structures to extract a more general finding as to the 

relationship between local stress and interface failure. Consequently, an array of “checkerboard” 

catalyst pat-terns was designed to investigate the origin and mitigation of interface failure. In each 

checkerboard pattern, the total area of CNTs (i.e., catalyst pattern area) is the same, yet the 

interfacial area between segments on TiN and SiO 2/TiN is varied by incrementing the number of 

divisions of the checkerboard, n, giving 2 n squares in each series. Synthesis of CNT forests from 

these patterns (Figure 7a), at a series of temperatures, led us to observe that interface failure is 

observed at higher temperatures (where there is a greater difference in CNT growth rate between 

adjacent squares within each board), and/or for checkerboard patterns with lesser n (i.e., having 

greater interfacial stress). Simulation of identical checkerboards verified this intuition, and allowed 

us to approximate a maximum shear strain (defined as the maximum shear stress divided by the 

shear modulus) for each checkerboard (Figure 7b,c). Comparing to experiment, all structures 

showing interface failure have a maximum shear stress exceeding ≈12 MPa; therefore, we conclude 

that interface failure can be prevented by selecting the CNT growth conditions such that the 

maximum shear stress does not exceed this critical value.  These findings also raise the interesting 

question as to how the mechanical competition between the coupled CNT segments influences the 

CNT growth process itself. It is known that CNT forest growth can exert significant forces, which have 

been approximated by performing CNT growth under static weights, [39] or acting against compliant 

mechanisms. [40] This force output capability of CNT growth is essential to create the curved 

microstructures, and is found in some cases to exceed the interfacial strength along the internal 

boundaries. Moreover, stress can also influence the CNT alignment, as seen by examining the CNTs 

especially near the interface. Therefore, while our simulation captures how the elastic properties of 

the CNT forests and their nominal growth kinetics influence the stress distribution above the 

substrate, there is, in turn, a non-uniform stress exerted on the substrate where the catalyst resides. 

Consequently, we expect there is mechanochemical feedback at play in determining the local 

topology of the CNT network as it is formed at the base of the structure. In fact, we observe that the 

apparent CNT growth rate is affected by stresses exerted during growth, because the fi nal height of 

CNT structures grown on the checkerboard patterns is between the limiting cases of growth on Fe/Al 

2O3/SiO2 or Fe/Al 2O3/TiN/SiO2(Figure S6, Supporting Information).  

2.5. Predictive Synthesis of CNT Microarchitectures 

Using the simulation routine along with parametric knowledge of the differential growth behavior, it 

is possible to accurately predict the 3D CNT shape that will be formed, and identify limitations of the 

process; we refer to this approach as “predictive synthesis”. For the exemplary case of curved 



micropillars, we show in Figure 8 the results of a para-metric series of simulations spanning relative 

growth rate (i.e., growth temperature) and growth time. Here, the final tip position is reported as 

the output metric; the boundary with the region marked “not feasible” represents structures whose 

tip intersects the substrate, thereby completing an arch shape. Therefore, with the knowledge of 

shear strength of the CNT interface between the differentially growing portions, it is possible to 

predict a set of geometries and CNT growth parameters that will produce structures that do not fail 

at the interface (Figure 8c). We can also tailor the interface to reduce the local shear stress. We 

demonstrate this in CNT micropillars where the substrate is patterned with a fractal-like corrugated 

interface, denoted by an interface complexity index (ICI) that was previously used in study of the 

mechanics of skeletal suture joints. [41] Using this approach, we fabricated CNT micropillars that 

curve without interface failure (Figure 9). Last, the capability to tailor the local growth rate and 

ensuing curvature of CNT microstructures allows us to design and simulate the formation of more 

complex micro-architectures. Conceptually, any composite catalyst pat-tern can be constructed 

starting from the most basic “pixel” element, which is a square catalyst feature partially overlap-ping 

SiO 2 and a growth retarding layer such as TiN. The CNT microstructure grown from this element will 

curve toward the side that overlaps the TiN layer. Variations of these elements can be derived by 

one or more successive operations; such as varying the catalyst/TiN layer overlap, or elongating 

and/or scaling the element (Figure 10a). Complex geometries can be built by merging multiple 

regions of differentially growing CNT pixels. For example, in Figure 10b a semicircular CNT 

microstructure designed to curve outward, a cross pattern designed to twist in the clock-wise 

direction, and the pattern for a cluster of micropillars that meets at central point are shown. In 

Figure 10c, we com-pare the simulated and experimentally obtained structures, which show 

remarkable agreement. This result showcases the versatility of the predictive synthesis routine as a 

tool for designing new 3D surface architectures and reducing trial-and-error optimization. This high 

fidelity of prediction is achieved in spite of our specification of time-invariant CNT growth rates for 

each portion and linear anisotropic material behavior. Further, the CNT growth simulation cannot 

capture spatial variations and run-to-run fluctuations of CNT growth, [42] and potential effects of 

stress on the CNT growth kinetics and morphology. Also, the stress gradient between the CNT 

segments could be mitigated by deposition of the growth retarding TiN under-layer with a gradient 

thickness, or by employing grayscale patterning such that the CNT growth rate changes gradually 

across the structure. Use of time-variant CNT growth conditions that influence the relative rates, 

e.g., changing the temperature during CNT growth, could enable further versatility in tailoring the 

curvature of the CNT microstructures.  

3. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the capability for predictive synthesis of freeform CNT microstructures, 

combining a novel strain-engineered growth technique with a step-wise finite element modelling 

approach that captures the anisotropic mechanics and growth kinetics of CNT forests. Although this 

approach abstracts the complex dynamics of CNT self-organization and morphology evolution, it is 

shown to predict the final form of CNT microstructures with impressive fidelity. Such a predictive 

tool can enable a priori design of substrate patterns and CNT growth parameters to achieve target 

shapes, and to mitigate limiting mechanisms such as interfacial shear failure. We envision a number 

of interesting ways to extend this work. First, more detailed quantitative characterization, such as by 

image analysis and/or 3D tomography, can extend our interpretation of the shape predictions and 

the underlying growth mechanics. Second, computationally efficient approaches could be used to 

seek desired 3D shapes using the growth simulations, without requiring complete simulation of the 

parameter space. Third, expansion of this framework to include relationships between geometry and 

material properties (e.g., stiffness, thermal conductivity), could enable predictive design for specific 



applications, such as surfaces with engineered wettability, strong dry adhesion, and low contact 

resistance. Fourth, miniaturization of the strain-engineered growth technique to structures with 

critical dimensions in the ≈0.1–10 µm scale (Figure S7, Supporting Information) rather than the 10–

100 µm scale would expand its applicability to surface engineering especially for optical and 

biomedical applications.  
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Figure 1. Catalyst pattern design and exemplary results for vertical and curved (strain-engineered) CNT microstructure growth. 
a) From left to right: standard catalyst microfeature design, optical microscope image of catalyst (Fe/Al 2 O 3 ) on SiO 2 /Si 
substrate, SEM image of resulting carbon nanotube microstructures vertically grown from the substrate by chemical vapor 
deposition, and high magnifi cation SEM image of CNTs within the microstructure. b) From left to right: multi-layer offset pattern 
of catalyst and TiN underlayer, optical microscope image of offset pattern, SEM image of curved CNT micropillar grown from 
this pattern, and high magnifi cation SEM image of CNTs near the SiO 2 /TiN interface. SEM images of large arrays of 
structures in (c) and (d) are shown to highlight their uniformity. 
 



 

Figure 2. Finite element simulation scheme for strain-engineered CNT microstructure growth. The CNT growth process is 
discretized into layers where material is added at the bottom of the CNT microstructure. An example simulation model is shown 
along with the corresponding discretization for 14 layers. 
 

 

Figure 3. Control of relative CNT forest height grown from Fe/Al 2 O 3 with optional TiN underlayer. a) Comparison between 

CNT heights on catalyst on SiO 2, 50 and 100 nm TiN. The CNT forests were grown at 755, 770, 785, and 800 C for 5 min. 
Relative CNT growth rate on various catalyst stacks normalized to that of CNTs grown on catalyst on SiO 2 , for b) 10 min of 
annealing in H 2 /He before hydrocarbon exposure, and c) 30 min of annealing. 



 
 
Figure 4. Exemplary comparison between curved CNT microstructure and stress fi elds predicted by FEM simulation. a) SEM 
image of CNT microstructure showing tearing at the top of the interface and local CNT buckling lower along the interface. b) 
FEM simulation of axial stress distribution, wherein the axis is locally tangent to the interface. The areas with greatest 
compressive stress match the areas where CNT buckling is observed in the SEM image. c) FEM simulation of shear 
stress, where maximum indicates location of tearing. 
 



 

Figure 5. Visual comparison between series of curved CNT microstructures and results of FEM simulations, with varying 
catalyst-TiN overlap. Note that the internal interface of each structure splits near the predicted location of maximum shear 
stress. 
 



 

Figure 6. Evaluation of geometric accuracy of curved microstructure simulations. a) Normalized tip position (top right corner) of 
structures fabricated with different catalyst overlap area on TiN. Numbers next to datapoints indicate corresponding overlap 
values. b) Edge curves (from base along edge to tip as defi ned above) simulated with constant relative CNT growth rates. c) 
Edge curves simulated with linearly decreasing relative CNT growth rates. 
 



 

Figure 7. Use of “checkerboard” patterns to elucidate competition between stress exerted by differential growth, and interfacial 
strength of internal CNT forest interface. a) Arrays of patterns (each “board” 1 mm 2 ) produced at different synthesis 
temperatures, showing that interface failure is favored for low n and/or high temperature. b) Simulated relationship between 

maximum shear stress and simulation step at 770 C growth temperature. c) Simulated relationship between maximum stress 
(after fi nal step) and number of divisions, identifying an approximate critical shear stress of 12 MPa, at which interface failure 
occurs between adjacent squares. 
 



 

Figure 8. Parametric study of strain-engineered CNT growth of curved micropillars, as a demonstration of predictive synthesis 
to achieve a target geometry without exceeding the critical interfacial shear stress or intersecting with the substrate (“not 

feasible”). Simulations shown are for square (10 10 μm catalyst) CNT pillars with 50% catalyst overlap on TiN. Resultant tip 
position in (a) x - and (b) y - direction. c) Predicted maximum shear stress. d) Example predicted fi nal shapes. 
 



 

Figure 9. Use of a fractal interface design to increase the interfacial area and mitigate tearing. 



 

Figure 10. A conceptual strategy to “program” the formation of 3D CNT microarchitectures using compound catalyst/underlayer 
patterns. a) A single catalyst “pixel” can be elongated, shifted, and scaled. b) Compound shapes can be designed for multi-
directional CNT architectures. c) The results of corresponding FEM simulations are compared to SEM images for the “half 
cone,” “propeller,” and a “microtruss.” d) A large array of microtruss structures grown in a single CVD step on a Si substrate. 
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